
 

Sun Of Even Pressure Disciple Council 

 

INTRODUCTION TO JOIN THE EGA 

 

Before I begin to introduce the Sun of Even Pressure Disciple Council, I wish to say that there is a Word 

Docx of this entire information, to read away from the computer if that is easier for you.  Here is that 

Button Link to make that transition if you so desire. 

 

 

 

Before you begin reading I wish to pre-empt any potential reactions from one’s outer mind.  To read what 

is coming up with the ego mind, will not give you any possibility of grasping the importance of this sharing 

or indeed the depth of the Truth that is being presented here for you.  You are being invited to read with 

you Heart Mind and your Higher Intelligence shall lead you through your I Am Presence.  This will offer 

you the opportunity you have been led here to see.  I Pray you shall understand this. 

Since the launch of the Elemental Grace Alliance Project in February 2016, many people have found the 

Discourses of great interest. Many joined the newsletter group for updates and news, many have even joined 

the Blog site to receive the different elements of the more detailed aspects of the work we have had placed 

within our care and execution.  But then there was a small group of Dear Souls who wanted more, to become 

part of the Elemental Grace Alliance Project permanently and were prepared not only to take on the 

responsibilities called for within this Project of Proposals, to clean up this Earth, but to actually formally 

dedicate and commit to the project through their Own I Am Presence’s offering Heartfelt Pledges and 

Covenants to God to this effect. 

In July 2016, we began with 20 Dear Hearts and set out to refine and define the work we would be doing. 

Within the Discourses, we were told that to begin the work of the Proposals there was going to be a 

minimum level of Vibrational Consciousness that would be required.  

Beloved Lady Nada stepped forward and told us within Her Discourse, that anyone who would commit to 

such work would receive a Divine Dispensation of fast tracking their karmic responsibilities and thus 

increasing their Vibrational Resonances exponentially.  This Dispensation was Granted by the Karmic 

Board of Directors. Beloved Lady Nada was True to Her Word! Once we began the individual and group 

Resonances rose steadily, very quickly.  However, these increases were not always able to be held and 

implemented into each person’s life as we advanced.  Some found it necessary to take their leave because 

they found it too difficult to manage, while others left for they discovered it was not for them according to 



their own free will choices.  It was a bit of a rocky road to start, but in Light of the hard work that everyone 

put in, we now have a stable and small group of 12 dedicated and committed Souls who are unwavering in 

this New Work.  So much so, that on the 1st April 2017, Beloved Djwhal Khul, saw a potential to offer 

His Services to come and help us consolidate and refine even further, the Group Energies.  DK’s full 

Discourse is available here as a link below; you may download the pdf for your interest and discernment.  

“SOEPDC DJWHAL KHUL”; This is an excerpt of that Discourse, He said to us: 

 

 

 

“This very specific Group, The Sun of Even Pressure Disciple Council, is about to enter a deeper Epoch 

of Greater Service.  But first you shall need some training.  That is why you are here, and many will follow 

in your footsteps.  Those who may read this may feel the draw within the Core of their being and I say to 

you Dear Brothers and Sisters, come forth and follow this lead, for you will not be led astray! But be mindful 

of this first! 

“You have thus all been led to follow your own personal ego and mental objectives, goals and targets.  With 

these intentions and foci, you have forced yourselves to service these desires, wants and perceived needs.  

This New Work of this Disciple Council, is going to call for you, individually at first, and then as a Group, 

to place your attentions and intentions upon ONLY subjective ones that are aroused, stirred and ignited 

through, personal, internal, emotional, instinctive, intuitive Impulses.  These Subjective Impulses 

progressively coming from the Impersonality’s expressions of you all, shall be so far reaching in their scope 

and effects when incorporated with this Group, it is impossible to imagine the results and manifestations 

from where you are sitting right now. 

“I wish to encourage your creativity to attain your goals, to be mindful of the Vision and hold this Vision 

firmly within your Hearts and Minds. To create and manifest only those things that come into your 

immediate view. Those aspects of the Plan, those precious moments that need your instantaneous Love and 

Light, those matters that call for your attention in the time of your present place and location.  Do not 

misunderstand any circumstances, I repeat, DO NOT, walk around anyone or anything that comes into 

your awareness that you know within your Heart, that you can make a difference to.  This is a Full Time 

Vocation Dear Brothers and Sisters, and it will take all of your Devotion and Dedication to do this.  That 

is why to be a Member of this Group, Membership cannot be one of half-heartedness.  It must be a Full 

Time Life Occupation from now on! 

“To Help Me Dear Hearts, at the optimum levels of attainment, I need you to be glamour free, creatively 

and as a Group; walking within the madness, speaking within the disarray of confusion, thinking and feeling 

in the pandemonium of hearts, minds, bodies and spirits, in the turmoil of the loss of Divine Consciousness; 

standing firm and balanced within your I Am Presence, unaffected in the face of all adversities. 

“I will help you as individuals to find detachment, dispassion and discrimination which the Buddha taught. 

“I will help you as a Group to find the complete dissolution and subordination of the personality and to 

expand the Unity Consciousness for the Group’s Significant Pursuits, as a Group, as Christ taught. 

“I will help you with your Group Endeavours, to rise in Consciousness to go forth as a Divine Unity of 

Oneness, To Love and Serve All Beings while truly Comprehending and Understanding the Truth of 

Working as a Group within this New Golden Age. 

“I will remind you constantly, to remember exactly what you are doing at all times. This is of major 

importance. To know why this is important is so that you register consciously and all the time, just exactly 

what you are doing. I would have you remember that right doing is the result of Being. If your awareness 

of being is of a personality nature, so will be your activities and creations. If your consciousness is focussed 
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in Spiritual Being, Group Attainments, your Spontaneous, Creative and Active Service will be consequently 

through this Radiation. Please ponder on this, for it has great value in its simplicity.  Not easy to attain, 

but simple in words.”  

  

The Elemental Grace Alliance has been meticulously founded on very specific Templates for both Creating 

the Plan in the first place, and then to Create this Sun Of Even Pressure Disciple Council. Beloved God 

Alpha in the Discourses of the Elemental Grace Alliance says this about what is Being Created here; - 

 

“So with the potential of the New Disciples, who wish to enter the New Physical Radiation Centres, 

Without Total surrender to Me and My Design and My Plan for them, then such places of Service, that I 

wish to Manifest through Them, must therefore have a ‘Ring Passeth Not’ placed around Them, so that 

the Work that I Desire within It, can be fulfilled without discord, personal agendas, self-will or self-gain, 

or any amount of personality traits that will diminish the Resonances or Resources required to Create the 

Changes needed upon the Planet soon”.  

Because of the Nature of this Council and the Work we have now begun, one must work through a series 

of Activations and Attunements through Invocations, Decrees and Prayers to raise one’s Vibrational 

Frequencies to at least the average of the present Group Levels.   
Remember, this is all about fast tracking. Under normal circumstances, the rise of one’s resonance happens 

over a long period of time.  Whereby life in its everyday existence presents life lessons that one either passes 

or has to repeat until they do.  Each pass produces an incrementation of vibrational frequency. 

The SOEPDC, is a High Resonant Group and to attain the minimum levels of vibration required, many 

are ready to make these transitions, but it takes commitment and dedication to take such an Escalator to 

new Resonant opportunities. Your I Am Presence Knows if you are ready or not and will Guide you.  Your 

connection to your ‘I Am’ is very much a prerequisite to be able to communicate at a reasonable level to 

know when your personality is speaking or your I Am Impersonality is leading you.  

When it comes to being exposed to and working with Higher Levels of Vibrational Frequencies, if one has 

not done their own Inner Work first, it can and will bring to the surface any and all untouched physical, 

emotional and mental imbalances to deal with. The more intense the Light the more powerful the dark.  The 

more concentrated the Love, the more profound the fear! With greater Light comes more expansive 

responsibilities.  

It is the unfinished aspects of self, that create all sorts of upheavals and disturbances within the 

individual.  There is no room within this Council for personality issues, this is made very clear within the 

Discourses of the EGA.  That is why the Light Programs have been prepared in these sequential Activations 

and Attunements; Initiated and Implemented to pass through such upheavals, and disturbances, with as 

much Ease and Grace as possible to Heal them, prior to any Higher Engagements with your I Am Presence 

at the Helm!  

So, in Truth that is why this Sun of Even Pressure is very focused on only opening its doors to those who 

can work from within the Impersonal Expressions of God, leaving all personality aspects outside the 

door!  Not what you may wish to hear, perhaps! But this is the Reality when rising above the personality 

ego desires and demands, while working to find the necessary Solutions and Resolutions of all human 

discord and chaos.  These cannot be found while the personality’s outer mind is engaged.  It simply cannot! 

Up until our present stage, the Sun of Even Pressure Disciple Council Members have been Divinely Guided 

to go through a number of prerequisite tasks, including Activations and Attunements, Invocations and 

Decrees.  Between each one, there must be an amount of unspecified time for integration for the increase 



of Resonances.  Each Soul accepting these conditions can all be at differing levels to begin with.  But what 

we have found through trial and error is that gradually the individuals all begin to resonate at the same 

vibrational frequency.  

This is due to the energetic dynamics created within the Group as a Totally Unified Group of Like Minded 

Souls as shared by Djwhal Khul in His Books written by Alice Bailey, particularly ‘Discipleship In The 

New Age Volume I and II’ and ‘Treatise on White Magic’!  He defines everything in such detail that one 

will find this potential as one of True Focus, Allegiance, Devotion, Perseverance and Dedication. 

The following steps toward joining the Sun of Even Pressure Disciple Council begins with an invitation.  

The invitation itself comes from within yourself from your “I AM” Presence and it is then supported by 

the Sun Of Even Pressure Disciple Council (SOEPDC) after you have made the conscious decision to 

follow through with your New-Found Desire. As you place your attention upon the Mighty I AM Presence, 

you will make room for your I Am Presence in your life. This will establish the disciplines that demand of 

your vehicles to be responsive to the directive of the Light of God – this will prepare you. The person must 

be free to accept with Impersonal Love In Action and with the Heart intent for the “Greatest Good of All 

Concerned”.  The call is an interior movement of God's Grace which the person senses, attracting Him/Her 

to a profound sense of life and the idea of offering your Heart and Love to Humanity for the Greatest 

Good of All Concerned. 

We, as the EGA Group Consciousness are here to Unify All Our Energies as One Combined Force Field 

and to work exclusively with the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan. We as ONE are here to align and 

recalibrate Resonant Force Fields of Vibrational Frequencies for the purpose of beginning the work set our 

within the proposals of the EGA Divine Plan!  

We as a Group Consciousness must not enter any fear-based paradigms of what is right or wrong, or am I 

making any mistakes, or do I have the right to do this? If you act like Gods then You ARE God, Expressing 

God’s Desire for your own Individualized Expression of God Through you! If you Know that you are 

Created in His/Her image, then Think, Speak, Feel and Act like It! 

 

“Do You think that We would give you all such Missions within Our Design for this Our Plan and not 

allow you to Express the Highest That You Are! Of Course Not! Just remember the Laws Dear Ones, for 

your Creations will only be in Alignment and of that Perfection with that of your own Levels of Resonance 

and Vibrational Frequencies within your own Knowingness and Understanding of the Laws that Govern 

All Prime Creations”.  (Mother Omega)  

 

We are here to learn, understand and apply the Universal Laws for Humanity, and how they apply to 

humanity at this time, by expanding Opportunities of Expression through Creative and Co-Creative 

thinking.  

We are here to learn, educate and demonstrate how to live a life Full of Light, Love, Wisdom, Power, 

Peace, Abundance, Harmony, Joy, and Perfect Health through the encouragement and Direct 

communication and belief in your Own “I AM Presence”, the Spiritual Hierarchy of Love and Light and 

doing so BEING Love in Action. 

We as ONE with all of Humanity and One Group Consciousness make an impact upon Humanity’s 

Higher Consciousness in such a way that will improve Life on Earth by translating the economy, the 

environment, and the social process into terms of Human Capital Investment.  

 



As the Planet Earth evolves, so do the inhabitants of the planet.  The human beings that live here are now 

raising vibrational frequencies to the point where old belief systems can no longer be sustained within the 

realms of normal thinking.  The traditional and conventional ways of life are shifting to such a degree that 

many things within our families, businesses, communities, societies, religions, governments and world 

organizations, can no longer function in the old resonance of patterns and conscious programming. As 

human beings it is our responsibility under our own free will, to direct the changes necessary to succeed in 

this Divine Plan for the Transformation and Ascension of Humanity and the Earth.  

The Elemental Grace Alliance Narayana Joy Akasha Disciple Academy is being set up to go against 

everything we ever learned about being human.  Most of the information presented through the EGA will 

not make much logical sense, and that is why it is going to work for you! That is, if you are open minded 

enough to Let Go and Let God!  We are now moving outside of the logical mind and beginning to live 

within the Realms of the Fifth Dimensional Consciousness and beyond. 

Normally it would be advisable to lay these two thought forms side by side and work with them together.  

However, we are going to take one step further.  Here there will be no Teachers. Information shall be 

provided, and it shall be personal responsibility to find the ONLY Teacher within the Self, which is The 

I AM Presence / The Christ Within one’s self! The goal is to achieve a Level of Communication for this 

potential without all the old thought processes that go with it. The objective is to step outside of the box 

and endeavor to design a Template that everyone can follow and use within their own everyday lives and 

businesses, for everyone is EQUAL in the Eyes of God!  

Before you read the Prerequisites to become a Member of the Sun of Even Pressure please read this, for 

what may appear on the surface as normal activations as we know them to be in previous attempts to heal 

and develop our Spirituality, I say they are far more than that.  These Light Programs are Over Lighted, 

just as the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses and Divine Plan is with Light Language that will impregnate 

your entire Being!  So, I invite you to not make the mistake of seeing them as just a list of things to do.  

They have been Over Lighted by the Entire 7 Spheres and the Spiritual Triad of this Elemental Grace 

Alliance Council, indeed this Universe, and so if completed in accordance with your I Am Presence’s 

Direction, Instructions and Guidance they do have the potential to fast track the raising of one’s Vibrational 

Frequencies and Light Quotients.  Beloved Jesus says this from A Course in Miracles; 

 

“It is the mind that interprets the eyes’ messages and gives them ‘meaning.’ And this meaning does not exist 

in the world outside at all. What is seen as ‘reality’ is simply what the mind prefers. Its hierarchy of values 

is Projected outward, and it sends the body’s eyes to find it. The body’s eyes will never see except through 

differences. Yet it is not the messages they bring on which perception rests. Only the mind evaluates their 

messages, and so only the mind is responsible for seeing. It alone decides whether what is seen is real or 

illusory, desirable or undesirable, pleasurable or painful. 

“It is in the sorting out and categorizing activities of the mind that errors in perception enter. And it is here 

correction must be made. The mind classifies what the body’s eyes bring to it according to its preconceived 

values, judging where each sense datum fits best. What basis could be faultier than this? Unrecognized by 

itself, it has itself asked to be given what will fit into these categories. And having done so, it concludes that 

the categories must be true. On this the judgment of all differences rests, because it is on this that judgments 

of the world depend. Can this confused and senseless ‘reasoning’ be depended on for anything”? 

 

So, the Objective here, is to Unite in One Focus, One Intention, One World Wide Mission to Heal 

Humanity, The Elementals, Devas, and The Angelic Host and to Clean Up this Planet to return it to its 



Pristine State it once was! Not to keep them separate anymore!  A Course In Miracles also says “The One 

answer to sickness of any kind is healing. The One answer to all illusions is Truth”. 

 

PREREQUISITES TO JOIN THE SUN OF EVEN PRESSURE DISCIPLE COUNCIL: 

 

1. To Have Read in Full, At Least Once With Complete Focus, The Elemental Grace Alliance Book 

To Know What The Divine Plans Are for this Alliance. 

2. To Be Aware Of And Reading The Christ Letters Which Are Fundamentally The Foundation Of 

All Spiritual Work Upon The Planet Now! This Will Help You To Understand Yourself As A 

Divine Being While Incarnated As A Human Being. 

3. To Complete the Release of Karmic Memory Activations.   

4. To Complete The Order of Melchizedek Ordination Activations. 

5. To Complete The Fusion of the Flower of Life Activation. 

6. To Complete The Holy Trinity Activation with Archangel Lucifer, Archangel Michael and Beloved 

Mother Mary. 

7. To Complete The Eye Of God - Sigil and Codes, Giza Capstone of Jericho Activations. 

8. To get to know the Names of your Master Sponsors. 

9. To be aware of the requirement to Receive Beloved Godmother Vesta’s Investment of Her Energies 

in you.  For those who have not or who do not know how to do this, we can assist you in this 

endeavour.   

10. To Complete The Elemental Grace Alliance Group Merkabah Activation.    

11. To Complete The Sun Of Even Pressure Group Merkabah Activation. Providing the minimal 

Resonance of the Council has been reached. 

12. To Complete the Djwhal Khul Pledge to Train Under His Specific Guidance – Building of the 

Rainbow bridge or Antahkarana for Group Initiation 

13. To Complete the Pallas Athena Investment of Energies. 

14. To Complete the Opening of the Seventh Seal and Receive the 12 Ray Initiation Activation. 

15. To Complete the Cosmic Grant ‘By The Cosmic Law Of More Than Ordinary Release Of 

Instructions Into The Combined Force Field, Known As The Elemental Grace Alliance. 

16. To Complete The Official Acceptance of The Cosmic Laws to Take Possession of The 

Atmosphere of Earth Becoming The Authority of What Is to Act Out Here, Through You, as The 

Elemental Grace Alliance Council And The Sun Of Even Pressure Disciple Council’. 

17. To Complete the Master Rakocsy 1000-Fold Grant Dispensation 

18. To Study The 14 Rules of Group Initiation and the Construction of the Group Antahkarana, with 

Djwhal Khul. 

 

These Activations listed above and your agreement to join this Sun of Even Pressure Disciple Council 

Group is one where you ARE TOTALLY RESPONSIBLE for the timing you wish to undergo this Light 

Program.  The Pledges you take will be to your own I AM Presence and no one else. Do not covenant 

yourself out of curiosity, wonder, speculation or awe unless you are absolutely willing to fulfill the 

requirements asked of you by your Own I Am Presence.  Once entered into, you are bound by Cosmic Law 

and answerable to the Laws of your I Am Presence and the Karmic Wheel Law of CAUSE AND EFFECT, 

(Every Action Has A Corresponding Reaction). These are Universal Laws, and no-one is exempt from 

them. 

Remember that you will be acting under the All-Seeing Eye of God from which no motive or act is hidden.  



 

The registration or application form, is simply to become acquainted with those who wish to align 

themselves to this Plan. We offer information that will assist one with making an informed decision with 

their I AM Presence. This helps to remind one’s self to be mindful when making one’s choices as to what 

perception of the illusions or Truth to which one ascribes themselves to.  

You may download a word docx Application Form, to fill in and send to us at your leisure in the event you 

wish to Formally join the Elemental Grace Alliance and its Divine Plan.  Simply click the Button Link 

below entitled “SOEPDC APPLICATION FORM”. The application has been made as a Word 

document, so you can simply make your entries and facilitate the spacings as you see fit. Just fill in and 

then forward by email to the EGA; either C/- Peter or any of the other Administration Team Members of 

your choice, identified within the Administration pages upon this EGA Website. 

 

 

 

 

C/-   Peter Melchizedek       Email:-      narayanajoypeter@gmail.com 

                                                                          

 

 

If you have any questions, you may find them upon the EGA Frequently Asked Questions Sheet that you 

can download by following the Button Link below called “EGA FREQUENTLY ASKED 

QUESTIONS”.  For any other questions please send your request to any of the EGA Team and we will 

reply as soon as we can! 

 

 

 

God Bless You In Love and Light! 

 

The Elemental Grace Alliance Council 
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